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At the on-campus Managerial Economics Workshop conducted by Patrick McNutt the MBA
executives apply game theory concepts and economic reasoning to real companies. In the
tradition of the Manchester Method the executives focus on the real business world
analysing company and market data in real time. The methodology is guided by the principle
of ‘observe but do not judge’ the data patterns in an attempt to construct a game
dimension. The purpose is to evaluate a company’s value proposition. A key take-away is
the translation of a company’s value proposition (new product launch, market entry,
differentiation, pricing, acquisition) into a strategy set and the provision of a set of
recommendations presented in a short executive Memo.
Furthermore, the methodology is inductive based on observations, signals, research and
analysis. Textbook concepts are applied, assumptions are limited: the patterns discovered in
the data sets define the scope and content of the analysis. Companies are selected based on
real time events and business media coverage. Such coverage provides an insight into the
value proposition. The purpose of the Template is to present the corporate intelligence and
market research as a storybook of patterns uncovered in the analysis of a game dimension.
The company as a player is defied by type: Baumol type and price signalling, Marris type and
dividends signalling and Cost-Leadership (CL) type signalling costs and capacity. Game
theory types based on entry-exit games are also introduced. The share price is a key
performance indicator, and along with profits and sales forecasts, they represent the more
topical signals on business media.
From Chapter 4 in Decoding Strategy, a Marris v = CAPM/Asset value is defined with
respect to a company’s capitalised market value, the total value of the shares outstanding of
a publicly traded company. It is equal to the share price times the number of shares
outstanding. The denominator is the company’s asset value, the net book value or
replacement costs of assets. Assessing the worth of a company as a player requires more
research into the game signals in order to fully assess the relevance of the asset value in the
game. What is the value of a brand? What is the value of an effective CEO? What is the cost
of losing the game? What is the cost of lagging behind technology? So we translate the
Marris v = noise/signal, assuming that the CAPM follows a Fibonacci pattern and the asset
value reflects the signals in a game. Once a signal is acted upon it becomes a move in a
game. McNutt is currently working on a Poisson distribution as an expression of the
probability of a given number of moves, assuming player keeping to type, in a game
occurring at a fixed time interval. In the interim, MBA executives can play with the
investment tool: for example: Hypothesis: if Marris v < 1 => noise < signal: BUY
In the specific cases following we would like to acknowledge the research work of each of
the following MBA executives attending Workshops. Nike: Cynthia Kuang, Hector Pages,
Edison Jarrin, Premkumar Achari and Martin Cabrera. China Mobile: Bijoy Kuttappan,
Shantanu Goswami, Nicholas Meyer, Sammy Musa, Ram Kurakula, Steve Williams. Nokia:
Weihao Ding, Danci Zhao, Chen Zhang, Fengyan Gao, Jun Zhou and Li Wang. Microsoft:
Christina Sherlock, Haresh Nagarajan, Dave Barnaby, Tareq Ahmed and Hunter Reed. Google:
Lim Mun Hon, Jadran Ivancic, Ch’ng Eng Knoon, Ralf Schneider and Tam Yam Wai. And the
Pepsi team of Stefano D’Agostino, Iyabo Elefin, Uzoezi Osagie, Danilo Tyra and Mel
Courtney. Their combined efforts represent the decoding of patterns in company signals.

Broad Guidelines for a Template Using 7 Slides ( 20 mins presentation)
Following the steps provided for constructing a [CTL] critical time line in the Appendix of McNutt
(2010) Decoding Strategy the research and data analytics carried out during the Workshop translates
into the Template. MBA executives can decide on the content of each slide and the following acts as
a guide as to likely content.

Slide 1: Performance Indicators & Financial Analysis
This slide presents an overview of the financial performance and key metrics and KFIs that
the research group discovered in order to define the likely value proposition proposed in the
Prognosis. Share price is a typical indicator or market share data.
Slide 2: The Company as Player: Who are the Company?
In this slide the designated company is described in terms of the game signals with a focus
on C-suite signalling, market analysis, business media coverage. Outline the shareholders,
whether the company is listed or private, and specific news items at this point in time.
Slide 3: Player Signature & Relevance of T/3
This slide presents an overview of the company and focuses on specific key points that
contribute to the game analysis. Define the company as a player and relevance of the T/3 –
technology, time and player type.
Slide 4: CV Matrix or Market Focus or Specific Game
The conjectural variation [CV] provides a first principles approach to identifying a near-rival
from the sum of competitors. The near-rival is that competitor who is more likely to react to
action by the company under review. Define the game Bertrand and price or Cournot and
non-price signalling.
Slide 5: Game Dimension, G and Likely Sub-games g
This slide illustrates the game dimension, the likely competitors, the market size, any market
trends on entry and exit. Focus on the possibility of a sub-game in either a different product
or geography.
Slide 6: CTL Critical Time Line across 5 years or less
This key slide illustrates the pattern discovered in the research and data analytics. The
action-reaction sequence defines a game dimension across 5 or less years of data patterns.
Slide 7: Conclusions & Prognosis t+1
This slide illustrates the main set of conclusions based on the CTL analysis. A prediction is for
t+1 is presented that will link in to an Executive Memo for upload to Blackboard.

Objective is to focus on real-time micro-data trends in order to uncover hidden data
patterns about the company’s behaviour.
The working hypothesis: strategy is embedded in the observed data patterns.
Construct a CTL in order to find the pattern.
____________________________________________
The following 6 companies are presented as players in a game dimension. Based on publicly
availability data and public research sources and commentary, MBA executives were
arranged into groups in order to evaluate the relevance of behavioural patterns in assessing
a company’s strategy.
They applied the T/3 framework in McNutt’s Decoding Strategy: identifying the company as
a player in a game and researching the signals to define the market-as-a-game and to
confirm the player’s type; describing the technology of the game where appropriate – this
includes technology and innovation but also a change in consumer habits and any extern
influences on the observed behaviour. Finally, time is defined as a 5 year time period to
cover a minimum of data points to construct a critical time line, CTL.
Value propositions are identified and translated into an optimal strategy – based on
competitor analysis, pattern identification and likely predictions. The research is inductive
and facts-driven and analysed without prejudice. The companies selected represent
companies in the public eye and have been subject to much scrutiny in the business media.
It is hoped that the critical time lines will add value to the on-going analysis of these
companies and contribute to the continued application of economic and game theory tools
of analysis in real company appraisals. The usual disclaimer applies.
1. Nike
2. China Mobile
3. Nokia
4. Microsoft
5. Google
6. Pepsi

Share Performance

The Players
Pepsi launched new drinks (particularly non-carbonated
healthy drinks)
Wahaha responded with milk based and tea based drinks.
Pepsi has shown consistent investment in China
Marris type player in a Cournot game.
Despite the investment Pepsi failed to gain market share and in
2011 so an alliance with Tingyi to exploit their distribution
capabilities in T1.
Wahaha signal new investments .

Predictions
Mar 2012 Pepsi Alliance with Tingyi to continue.
t+1 potential alliance Coca Cola and Wahaha
Wahaha to diversify in China.
Noise in the game in 2011 announcement by
Wahaha of 100 new stores and $2bn in cash
reserves for further investment.

